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The Marrakesh Flat represents an amalgamation of The Orient and the West. The idea 
behind this flat isn't just about incorporating architectural elements and patterns of the 
islamic culture, but to unite it with values, encapsulating the spirit and values of 

Morocco. Since time immemorial The Orient has been known for its competance in science 
and education. They were the first to practice geometry in such astounding levels and the 
brilliant architecture of the Middle East inspired our Head Luxury Architect, Milica Gruban, 
to design The Marrakesh Flat.

The Islamic arches, placed in the background of the living room, serve not only as geometrical 
patterned decor, but act as reminders that without science there is no progress. They're 
representative of hard work and a portal through which one goes to achieve success in life. In 
this way, the living room was made into a cultural base and the power of education was 
shown in everyday life. 



The golden details in the enterior add luxury and modernity to an already traditionally rich 
style. The Delightful Lamps, Coleccion Alexandra and Boca do Lobo's furniture provides an 
ethereal essence, making us feel like we're in the story of 'Arabian nights'.



In contrast to the living room, the kitchen is of minimalistic style and puts emphasis on the 
kitchen island. It has laser drilled panels of parametric perforations, which, when penetrated 
by rays of light, make shadows of Islamic motives and patterns often seen on mosques. 

To reduce the flat's colour palette, but maintain the feeling that Arabic style elements provide, 
the geometrized light passing through openings on an architectural object creates a shadow 
that evokes the memory of beautiful Persian carpets. By bringing greenery into the space, the 
look of rooms stays fresh and connects us to the nature of the space.  



The sitting area puts emphasis on the importance of the resident’s enjoyment while spending 
time performing daily habits, turning them into beautiful rituals. 



It’s all about rituals- the ritual of drinking tea, the ritual of sauna, of massage and the habit of 
reading books as well as the ritual of cooking tasty food with exotic spices.

The Marrakesh Flat is made for pleasure and soaking in the warmth of the atmosphere.

-written by Nina Gruban


